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An envelope equation, which includes the effects of a solenoidal field, acceleration, self-induced forces, and scattering
by a background medium, is derived for the rms radius of a relativjstic beam.
The system is assumed to be cylindrically symmetric with high enough energy that the paraxial approximation is
applicable. The solenoidal field is taken to be uniform normal to the direction of propagation but the beam current
profile is arbitrary.
The well-known equations of propagation are recovered in their respective domains of applicability (i.e .., vacuum
transport in a solenoid, equilibrium conditions, the Nordsieck equation, free expansion, and the sausage-mode equation).
A treatment is also given of the matching conditions for a beam injected into gas through-a foilin the presence of a
solenoidal field.
The derivation of the envelope equation differs from previous work in making use of the scalar virial moment of the
single-particle equation of motion. The beam emittance appears in a natural way as a constant of integration and is
shown to be proportional to the effective phase area occupied by the particles. No distribution function is specified
for the transverse velocities, but the beam is assumed to pulsate in a self-similar fashion.
1 INTRODUCTION
Recent interest in propagating intense relativistic
electron beams in gas and the continued interest
in the transport of accelerated charged-particle
beams has prompted the development and use of
envelope equations. The usual treatments generally
assume special particle distributions or do not re-
late particle and envelope motion in a consistent
manner. Vladimirsky and Kapchinsky,l for exam-
ple, assumed a special four-dimensional distribu-
tion function in their work. Sacherer2 derives enve-
lope equations involving an emittance term that is
assumed constant. Poukey and Toepfer3 consider
nonparaxial flow in a relativistic fluid-flow model
in which the flow equations are derived assuming a
Maxwellian distribution; treatment is limited to
the case in which there is no externally applied
magnetic field. The present treatment is based on
the single-particle equations of motion with no
assumption made ab-initio for the form of either
the distribution function or the emittance. An
t Work performed jointly under the auspices of the U.S.
Energy Research & Development Administration and the
Department of the Navy under Contract number NAonr 13-74.
t Permanent address: Physics Department, California State
University, Haward, California 94542.
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equation is derived for the rms radius with the aid
of the energy, virial, and angular momentum
moments of the particle equations. However, to
evaluate the contribution to the envelope equation
made by the self-induced fields of the beam, it is
necessary to introduce some assumption about the
form of the mean transverse flow of particles. We
use the simplest expression consistent with the
macroscopic observables of the theory, namely,
selfsimilar expansion.
The approximations made in this work are
minimal, the principal ones being
1) The paraxial ray approximation is adopted;
i.e., transverse particle velocity is small compared
with longitudinal velocity.
2) The beam current density and the fields are
azimuthally symmetric.
3) There is no mass spread within a transverse
segment of the beam.
4) The solenoidal field is uniform across the
beam profile.
5) Only small-angle multiple scattering is con-
sidered.
It is further assumed that beam segments do not
overtake one another in the direction of propa-
gation. Particles interact with each other only via
the collective fields they induce, and there is no
treatment of synchrotron radiation losses.
To treat new examples of beam propagation as
well as recover the old results, we have derived an
envelope equation with considerably generality.
The most significant effects missing are the possible
reshaping of the current profile due to scattering
and pulsations, and the damping of pulsations by
the phase mixing among particle orbits. It is
emphasized that the results are applicable only to
a beam of circular cross section, e.g., the derived
emittance is not constant if this condition is
violated.
We begin with the equations of motion of a single
particle (rest mass m, charge q) traveling through a
system of lenses, gas cells, foils, etc. The axis of
symmetry is taken as the z axis of a system of
cylindrical coordinates (r, cP, z); all particle veloc-
ities are directed approximately in the positive z
direction. The motion is governed by the Lorentz
force law with an added term representing the
scattering field of the medium:
p = q(E + v x B) + of, (1)
where of is the very rapidly fluctuating force due
to the individual ions and molecules of the gas. (The
dot notation for total time differentiation is
employed for simplicity; the d/dt notation will also
be used to avoid ambiguity in certain expressions.)
The relativistic momentum is (8)
I
A
= py mc4n = pyqc ~ 17000pyA,
q/1o ro
where r0 is the classical radius of the electron. A
particle moving longitudinally at the edge of a
beam having a current equal to I A passes through
the axis with Vz = O. We can thus characterize the
motion with the small parametert f:
f2 = Ib/IA ~ 1,
v1-/vz = O(f).
The depth of the electrostatic potential well of the
beam divided by the particle kinetic energy, is also
of order f2.
From Eq. (3) we have
v; = c2( 1 - y12) - vi = p2C2 + 0((2). (6)
Similarly, the energy equation (4) becomes
W = q(vzEz + v1- · E1-) + v· of
bW O( 2) (',7)
= qVzEz + & + f,
where bW/bt is the known drag due to ionization
and excitation of the medium. A segment of beam
at given z and t is characterized here by a single
value of W (equivalently y), so Eq. (7) is averaged
over the current profile of the segment to get
Y= qvz E + _1_ bW
me2 z me2 bt·(2)
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with v1- ~ Vz by assumption. For a self-pinched
beam this ordering requires the beam current Ib to
be small compared with the Alfven limit,4




The symbols E and B represent the macroscopic
fields generated by external coils, charges, and
currents of the beam and those induced in the gas.
From Eqs. (1) through (3) we can obtain the equa-
tion for the rate of change of the relativistic energy
W == yme2 :
Variables Vz and yare thus regarded as known
functions of z and t, independent of the transverse
motion. The dynamics are thereby simplified but
there can be no treatment of an electrostatic lens.
The transverse components of the equations of
motion (1) and (2) are
~ yv1- + V1- = -..i. (E1- + fJd x B1- + V1- X Bz z)y ym
The paraxial approximation greatly simplifies
the equations of motion. The velocity is de-
composed into longitudinal and transverse com-
ponents,
t It is also assumed that Bz is not large compared with Be/L
There are special cases in which the paraxial approximation
applies even through f. ;<: 1, for example, a counter-flowing
plasma current may cancel some of the beam current.
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and




aBz R aBz _ dBz _ •
at + pC az - dt - Bz
(where Bz is the convective derivative, i.e., the
variation of B z experienced by a moving particle),
we may write
1 · · q[(E f3 B )A 1B· A
- yv.1 + v.1 = - r - cor -"2 zZy ym
x r.l - Bzz x V.l] + ~OF.l. (15)ym
At this point we define the relativistic cyclotron
and betatron frequencies,
We = qBz and w~ = !L peBIJ - Er . (16)
ym ym r
In general w~ is a function of r, although for a flat
current and charge profile it is a constant. In a
vacuum, w~ is negative (see Appendix B). Employ-
ing these definitions, Eq. (15) may be written
1 .. 2 A 1 d( A




(12)E(J = _ ~ aBz2 at .
It is advantageous to use the cylindrically
resolved field components in Eq. (9). The following
components are observed:
1) Bz is a known function of z and t, generated
by coils surrounding the region of propagation.
Since Bz is assumed not to depend on r, the force
qv.1 x Bzz is linear. This property always holds
near the system axis and no significant error is
made in extending it over the beam profile if the
scale length of change is large compared with the
beam radius. The beam itself may be a source of
Bz , but the contribution is O(i?) compared with Bo
and may be neglected.
2) Br is determined from the Maxwell equation





Here and· henceforth we drop the .1 notation for
convenience.
By taking appropriate moments of Eq. (17) we
obtain coupled equations for the single particle
variables v2 , r2 , and rvo. These contain the necessary
information, along with the ansatz of self-similar
expansion (to be introduced in Section IV) to·
derive an envelope equation.
First an energy equation is found by forming the
scalar product of Eq. (17) with v:
1 . 2 d v2 2 d r2 1 dYyv + dt "2 + wp dt "2 + 2ydt (ywcll
1
= - v· of (18)ym '
4) Er and Bo are generated by the charges and
currents of the beam and background gas. These
components need not be specified in detail at this
point.
5) The field Ez is generated by the beam, gas,
and external sources and, in general, is O(cBo).
However, it only acts directly to change y and Vz
rather than v.1, so its apparent effect is small, of
order f? A cumulative energy change results from
the time average Ez during propagation over a
long distance; this effect has been taken into
account in Eq. (8). The use of the spatial as well as
time average Ez in Eq. (8) is justified by the fact
that, due to betatron oscillations, a particle is not
localized at a single value of r during propagation.
In terms of the above field components, the
transverse equation of motion is
1 . . q ( A r aBz fJA.
-yv.1+v.1=- Er---y ym r 2 at
R r aBz A ARB A
-pc2fu zxr+ pc oZ
A. ) 1x fJ - Bzz X v.1 + -oF.1. (13)ym
where
I = (r x v)· 2 = rvo. (19)
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4 SELF-SIMILAR EXPANSION
It is useful to write the single particle velocity
in the form
Then, averaging over all the particles in a segment,
we find by the definitions of Rand L,
I b (r)Jb = 2nR 2 F Ii ' (26)
where F is some given function and Ibis the beam
current of the slice. The time dependence of J b is





v = - R + - () + bvR R2 •
Our aim is to derive an equation for R alone,
without reference to the detailed internal state of
the beam. In characterizing the beam by this single
variable we neglect internal distortions that may
be of physical consequence. However, Eqs. (23)
through (25) are quite general and it is seen that
the unknown dynamics enter only through the
quantities w~r2 and w~(dr2/dt). To make further
progress these quantities must also be expressed in
terms ofR. We adopt as a model self-similar expan-
sion (or contraction) of the current profile Jb. That
is, the shape of Jb is fixed as the rms radius R
changes:
consequence of the mean isotropy of the scattering
process.
Our treatment of the beam envelope extends
previous work in making use of all three moment
equations. For example, BennettS employs a virial
equation similar to Eq. (24) to find the condition of
equilibrium of a self-pinched beam, but he does not
attempt to obtain an envelope equation for R by
eliminating V 2 •
(20)
1 N
L = - L I· (22c)N i= 1 l'
1 N
R 2 = - L r~ (22a)N i=l l'
1 N
V 2 = - L v~ (22b)N i=l l'
The z component of the cross product of r with
Eq. (17) is the angular momentum equation,
1. . d r2 1 d 2
- yl + I + w - - + - - (yw )ry e dt 2 2y dt e
= _1 z. (r x bF). (21)
ym
We now consider a transverse segment of the
beam containing a fixed set of N particles labeled
by their time of injection to. Mean quantities for
the segment are defined by summing over the N
particles as follows:
Similarly, the virial equation is obtained from the
scalar product with r:
1 d r2 d2 r2 2 2 1
- Y- - + - - - v2 + wpr - wei = - r· bF.
y dt 2 dt2 2 ym
1 N
f' = - L YVi • bF i • (22d)yN i=l
R 2 is the mean square radius of the segment
(R = a/fi for a beam of flat profile with radius a).
The quantity f' is the rate of energy transfer to the
transverse motion via scattering (see Appendix A).
Taking the average of Eqs. (18), (20), and (21)
over the particles of a segment, we have
1 .V2 d V2 2 d r
2 1 d f'YY + dt 2 + Wp dt 2 + 2y dt (ywe)L = ym
(23)
1 . d R 2 d 2 R 2 2 ~Yy dt 2 + dt2 2 - V + wpr - weL = 0,
(24)
1 . dL d R 2 1 d 2
yYL + dt + We dt 2 + 2y dt (ywe)R = 0. (25)
(29a)
and
The bar appearing in Eqs. (23) and (24) denotes the
averages that depend on the velocity ansatz (see
Section IV and Appendix B). Note that no terms
involving bF appear in Eqs. (24) and (25); this is a
(29b)
The ansatz of self-similar expansion is equivalent
to the requirement that condition (29a) hold when
the average is taken over any narrow annulus of
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arbitrary radius r; i.e., vy = rft../R in the annulus.
Hence for any function off(r),
mean canonical angular momentum as a constant
of integration:
f(r)Jv y = o. (30) Pe = 0, (35)
(34)
(33)
An integrating factor (2y2R2) has been found for




U d R 2 We d 2 f,'
+ --- +-- (yweR ) = -. (39)
R 2 dt 2 4y dt ym
Canonical angular momentum is not conserved for
individual particles in the presence of scattering,
but it is conserved in the average taken over many
particles because JF is distributed isotropically.
The virial equation (24) is used to eliminate V 2
from the energy equation (23) to get
2 d r2 1 d f,'
+ wp -d -2 + -2 -d (ywe)L = -. (37)
t y t ym
( lId)[1 d R 2 d 2 R 2 - J- y+ - - - y- - + - - + w~ r 2 - w Ly 2 dt y dt 2 dt2 2 e
The terms involving L may be combined with the
aid of Eqs. (35) and (36); they become
(
lId) 1 dYy + 2dt (-wcL) + 2y dt (ywc)L
- We d We d ( YWeR2)
= 2Y dt (yL) = - 2y dt Po - -2-
Substituting this expression into Eq. (37) along
with the expressions (32) and (34) yields
(~y + ~!!)[~y!! R 2 +~ R 2 + vJy 2 dt y dt 2 dt2 2
1 fooU == w~r2 = - dr 2nrJbw~r2
I b 0
If wp is known to be.independent ofr over the beam
profile, then Eq. (34) is rigorously correct; however,
this is the exceptional case. Equation (34) has been
derived here for an arbitrary dependence w~(r)with
the simplest possible assumption for the beam
kinematics (self-similar expansion). The conse-
quent form of v is very general and related in a
natural way to R, L and V
There is no further restriction imposed on bv. It
may be shown from Eqs. (28) through (30) that its
mean square value is related to V as
_ L 2 __
V2 = v2 = R2 + 2 + IbVI 2 . (31)R
Thus ()V is the residual velocity that is not part of
the mean flows.
Since w~ is not a function of r, we now have a
specific prescription for calculating the quantity,




Appendix B presents an evaluation of U for the
case in which current and charge densities of the
background are related to those of the beam by
simple neutralization fractions. We note here that
for a charge neutral, self pinch U does not depend
on R or self-similarity:
V = Vb = q/3cJlO l b.
4nym
Using Eqs. (28) and (30) we also calculate
2 d 2 2 2 (rR)Wp dt r = wp2r· v = wp2r· If
2.2""2" 1 dR 2
= Ii Rwp r = R2 dt U.
5 THE ENVELOPE EQUATION AND
EMITTANCE
The envelope equation may now be derived. First,
observe that Eq. (25) is integrable and yields the (40)
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Some insight into the nature of the emittance is
gained by writing it in terms of the residual
particle velocities ov. Eliminating V 2 from Eq. (44)
with expression (31), we get
The envelope equation (41) is a generalization of
previous work, allowing for scattering, nonzero
canonical angular momentum, and nonuniform
Jb; however, its basic form is well known. Lawson7
has given a summary of deductions one can make
from envelope equations, including the effects of
emittance spread, Child's law, and Brillouin flow.
We will describe here some applications of partic-
ular interest to ourselves, concerning propagation
of a beam into and through a gas cell.
6 APPLICATIONS
Thus, E2 is proportional to the effective transverse
phase area occupied by the segment. This is in the
area in (r.1' P.1) space occupied by the beam particles,
with small-scale gaps and peaks of density smooth-
ed over. ~s might pe expected, the mean flow
velocity, Rr/R + LrfJ/R 2 , makes no contribution
to phase area. Scattering increases E2 by adding
directly to the residual velocities without a com-
pensating change in the particle positions.
Our expression [Eq. (44)J for emittance is a
generalization of that given by Emigh6 for vari-
ables (x, vx ) or (y, vy):
E~ = X2[V~ - (VJ2J.
E~ is proven to be constant in time for a nonrel-
ativistic beam of particles subject to a linear force
(x = K(t)x).
In the absence of scattering the true, micro-
scopically defined phase area of the segment is
conserved since Eq. (17) may be cast into Hamilton-
ian form. In reality the effective phase area defined
above is not expected to be conserved when the
beam pulsates. Instead, the directed flows represent-
ing pulsation are converted, via phase mixing of
particle orbits, to microscopic gaps in phase space.
These gaps are smoothed over to obtain the effective
areas, i.e., E 2 increases. It is a weakness ofour model
(and others) that no account of this process is given,
i.e., we find £2 conserved in the absence of scatter-
ing. The source of this loss is the assumption of
self-similar expansion and, in particular, the use of
Eq. (34), which allowed integration of the moment
equations. For the case of wp vanishing or inde-
pendent of r, Eq. (34) is exact; this is precisely the




The constant C is related to E by
C2 = E 2(tO) + pi.
23( .. 1. U w 2R)yR R+-yR+-+_c-
y R 4
= y2R{V2 - (R)2 + weL + W~R2J
= y2R 2[V2 - (Rf - (~YJ + P~. (43)
The emittance (squared) is now defined as
£2 == y2R2[V2 - (Rf - (~YJ. (44)
E 2 is clearly a constant in the absence of scattering.
Since Po is always constant, Eq. (40) gives
dE2 2yR2t'
dt m
Integrating once in time and dividing both sides by
y2R3 gives the envelope equation,
.. 1. U w2R C2R + - yR + _ + _c- - -'-
y R 4 y2R 3
= _1 Jt ,(2YR. 2t')2 3 dt , (41)
y R to m t'
where C2 is the constant of integration and to is the
time of injection of the particular beam slice under
consideration.
The constant of integration C2 is immediately
related to the conditions at injection by
C2 = [y2R3(R + ~ yR + u + W;R)J. (42)
y R 4 to
The collection of terms on the right-hand side of
Eq. (42), evaluated at any time t > to, is itself
constant in the absence of scattering. In the pres-
ence of scattering, it increases according to Eq. (40).
A more useful and physically revealing form of this
expression is readily obtained. Using the virial
eq~~tion (24) ,to eliminate the term proportional
to R, we find
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Setting y = f..' = 0, we have V(t) = Vo and
R 2 = R6 + V6(t - to)2. (56)
(61)--2 _ fJwp = R2 •
6.2 Equilibrium Conditions
The introduction of transverse fields allows the
possibility of macroscopic equilibrium, i.e., R is
constant in time. It is well known that the condition
for a particle orbit to be stable, subject to constant
frequencies wp and wc, is
2
2 W c
wp + 4 > O. (59)
The constants C2 and W c are known explicitly.
However, U may depend in general on both R
and details of the background medium, necessitat-
ing numerical solution ofEq. (60). Here we consider
several simple cases that may be treated analyti-
cally. Once a solution has been found (by any
means), we define the equilibrium betatron fre-
quencyby
If a constant scattering rate f..' is imposed but y is
neglected, then
( 2f..')V 2 = V6 + ym (t - to), (57)
R2 = R6 + V6(t - tof + (3~~)ct - to)3. (58)
Scattering changes the asymptotic dependence of
R(t) from t to t 3/2 •
A condition of this type, derived below, is satisfied
in equilibrium by the beam segment as a whole. In
addition the equilibrium radius (R) is related to
E and Po.
By assumption, R = R = 0 and we neglect the
effects of scattering and energy change at this
point; so the envelope equation (41) becomes
[r w2R C2~ + _c_ - 2--3 = O. (60)
R 4 Y R
Now Eq. (60) may be written
--2 ~ C2
Wp + 4 = y2R4 > O. (62)
Consider first a self-pinched beam with Er and
Bo equal to the fields of the beam reduced re-






with initial mean square velocity,
E2 L2 C2V 2 0 0
o = Y6 R6 + R6 = y6 R6·
6.1 Free Expansion
As a first application we consider a beam subject to
no macroscopic transverse force, i.e., W c = wp = o.
In this case it is convenient to use the envelope
equation in the form given by Eq. (39):





2J f..'Yy + "2 dt YYdt 2 + dt2 2 = ym· (48)
Multiplying both sides by 4y2, the left-hand side of
Eq. (48) becomes integrable, giving
d [ d ( d 2)J 4yf..'
dt y dt Y dt R = m.
The formal solution is
I
t dt' It I dt" It" (4Yf..')R 2 = - - dt"'-
to Y to Y to m
I
t dt' It dt' It' dt"+ ai + a2 - + a3 - -. (50)
to Y to Y to Y
The constants of integration ai, a2' and a3 are
related to conditions at the time (to) when the
beam passes through a waist Ck = 0) with known
radius R o, emittance Eo, and angular momentum
Po = YoLo; that is,
ai = R6, a2 = 0, a3 = 2Y6 V6, (51)
and
From Eqs. (50) and (51),
R 2 - R 2 2 2 v2 I·t dt' I
tf
dt"
- 0 + Yo 0 - -to Y to Y
+ It dt' I
tf
dt" It" dt",(2Yf..'). (55)
to Y to Y to m
V(t) and L(t) are determined directly from the
moment equations (23) and (25) to be
It 2yf..'y2 v2 = Y6 V6 + . dt'-to m
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where
6.3 Quasi-Static Limit
The beam variables and system parameters are now
allowed to change on a time scale r, which is long
compared with the period of particle oscillation,




= qf3c Iloh = ymf32c2~ (67)
2 4n 2 I A
is the "Bennett temperature" in units of energy.5
When a Bz field is applied in addition to the
self-induced forces, an equilibrium exists even for
negative r, allowing vacuum transport in a
solenoid. This is a consequence of the dependence
W {3 oc R - 1, so W c can be made to dominate in the
inequality (62). Solving Eq. (60) for R, we have
-2 _ 2rUb [(2rUb)2 (2C )2Jl/2R - - -2- + -- + - . (68)
W c W c W cY
The equilibrium radius may be compressed with a
solenoidal field to make a more intense beam; this
must be done in adiabatic fashion or by careful
matching with a lens at injection to avoid
pulsations.
U= rUb' W c = 0,
r = ~ [1 - ~ (1 - fc)J Vb = qf3cllolb (63)
Jb f32 (1 - 1m) , ym4n '
where I is the net current, Ibis the beam current,
and r must be positive; then by Eqs. (60) and (61),
R? =~ {jj2 = (yrUb)2. (64)y2rUb ' {3 C
Note that from the definition of emittance (Eq. (44))
the equilibrium mean square velocity is
-2 E2 L 2 C2
V = 2-2 + "'2 = 2-2 = rUb' (65)y R R y R
Hence the mean transverse kinetic energy of the
particles is
ymV2 ymT == -2- = 2 rUb = rTB , (66)
6.4 Pulsation Induced by a Mismatch
The injection parameters R o and Ro are in general
specified independently of the emittance. The beam
R is expected to be close to some equilibrium value
R(t); the terms yR and R in Eq. (40) are 0(r- 2) and
may be neglected to obtain
d 2 R 2 E'
dt (y2R 2V + !y2R4W~) =~. (70)
We define
fJ2 == y2(~ + :~)R4, (71)
which is an adiabatic invariant in the absence of
scattering. Within the present approximations,
1]2 = (£2 + P~).
Equation (70) may be written
1 d1] yR 2E'
fJ dt mfJ2 . (72)
The standard form of the Nordsieck 8 equation
for the rate of expansion of a self-pinched beam is
obtained immediately. Substituting W c = 0 and
U = Ub in Eq. (71), we have
fJ2 = y2 qf3c 11
4
0 I b R 2 oc yf31b R2. (73)
ym n
Inserting this result in Eq. (72) yields
d 4nE' E'
-d log[(f3Yh)1/2R] = f3 (74)
t q cflo Jb 2TB •
The variable R increases exponentially in time as a
result of scattering and varies as (f3yJb) - 1/2 as
parameters change. Note that E'/TB oc (yJb)-I, so
the rate of expansion is reduced proportionately
as the beam power is raised. If a beam characterized
by neutralization fractions is considered, Eq. (74)
applies, with r Jb substituted for I b'
In the case U = 0, W c i= 0, the adiabatic in-
variant is proportional to the flux enclosed by the
beam, as might be expected:
ywc R 2 qBz R 2
1] = -2- = 2m. (75)
Equation (72) gives
~ (YWcR 2 ) _ ~ (76)
dt 2 mwc ·
The radius R now increases only as t 1/ 2 due to gas
scattering.
(69)
yr Ur We r = 0(1)
y' U' W C '
(w~ + iw;)r2 ~ 1,
E'r ~ ym(w~ + iw;)R 2 •
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The equilibrium condition (61) is recovered to the
order zero in 1JR. In the first order we have
.. 1JU -2 21JR + R + (2wp + We )1JR = O. (79)
with
6.5 Transport in a Solenoidal Field
A useful exact solution of the envelope equation
describes the vacuum transport of a beam in a
solenoid. The betatron frequency may be neglected
if the beam is sufficiently diffuse. Setting Y= We =
E' = w~ = 0, Eq. (41) becomes
.. w; C2
R +4R - y2R 3 = O. (86)
There is a simple constant of the motion,
(R)2 w;R2 C2 W
2 + -8- + 2y2R 2 = 4' (87)
whose value may be determined from E, Po and
the initial conditions, R o and Ro. It is useful to
form the virial moment of Eq. (86); multiplying
both sides by R/2 we get
1 d2R 2 (R)2 w;R2 C2
4df - -2- + -8- - 2y2R 2 = O. (88)
Adding Eqs. (87) and (88) yields
d 2R 2df + w;R2 = W; (89)
which can also' be derived immediately as a first
integral of Eq. (39).
The solution of Eq. (89) is






1JR = R - R ~ R.
radius then pulsates around the equilibrium posi-
tion R as described by Eq. (41) (unless of course
Ro = Rand R = 0). To predict the frequency and
amplitude of this motion, we study the case
Y = We = E' = 0, with a small mismatch from
equilibrium. We denote the amplitude of the motion
by
.. 1JU f) w;1JR 3C2
1JR + R - R2 1JR + -4- + y2J{4 (jR = O. (78)
Substituting for D and C2/y2 from Eqs. (60) and
(61), Eq. (78) becomes
The quantity 1JU may depend on the background
properties in a complicated way; here we consider
two special limits. First, U is a constant equal to
Ub; i.e., the conductivity is low enough that only
the magnetic field of the beam is significant. Then
1JU = 0, and the solution of Eq. (79) is
(jR = (jRo cos nt + (j~o sin nt,
The opposite limit of very high conductivity is
also easily treated. The magnetic field is "frozen-in"
equal to its equilibrium value. It is shown in






tan ¢ = R6 - \w/w;),
2RoRo/we
. 2 1 2 2 2c2
W = 2(R o) + 2:W c R O + 22'Y Ro
The mean square radius oscillates at the cyclotron




bU = 2{jj~ l/JR1JR,
where
is a parameter characterizing the shape of the beam
current profile. For monotonely decreasing Jb(r),
it may be shown that 0 < l/J < 1, with l/J = 1 for a
flat profile. The effect of expression (83) is to in-
crease the frequency of oscillation to
These satisfy the relations,
R~ + R~ W Rt - R=-
2 w;' 2 = a,
(93)




Equilibrium radius graphs for several values of A.FIGURE 1
No physical solution exists if B ~ 1. On the other
hand, an equilibrium is always found when We =f. O.
Setting
== (R 2)4 == 4y2 U.tA R 2C2 '1 We
B = E'M = 2f'l1t (102)
TB ymUb '
the solution of Eq. (101) is
( R)2 = _ A(l - B) +! [A2(1 _ Bf + 4AJl /2.R 1 2 2
(103)
In the gas, U is set equal Ub; then a convenient
parameterization of Eq. (99) may be given. Let
R 1 = ~/2' R 2 = (2C)1/2. (100)yUb YWe
These are the equilibrium radii in the absence of
scattering in the limits ofpure self-field or solenoidal
field. Multiplying Eq. (99) through by y2R3/C2
and recalling the Bennett temperature TB ==
ymUb/2, we get
R4 R2 E'~t R2
4 + 2 - - 2 - 1 == O. (101)R 2 R1 TB R 1
A plot of (R/R 1)2 versus B is given in Figure 1 for
several values of A. Note that for We == 0 (A ~ (0)
(97)
(94)
The role of the constant C2 is elucidated by
writing the solution [Eq. (90)] using half angles:





• 2 (Wet)+ 2 2 2 SIn -2 .y Rowe
If C2 == 0, then
I (We t) 2Ro . (We t) IR = Ro cos 2 + W c sm 2 ' (95)
i.e., R has the appearance of a rectified sinusoid
that touches zero. The frequency defined with
respect to the peaks is thus We.
With finite values of C the radius may be matched
to the equilibrium value:
__ (4C2 )1/4
R - 2 2 •Y We
A small mismatch then yields oscillations:
~ ~ bRo .
uR == uRo cos wet + - SIn wet.
We
When passing a beam from vacuum to gas, an
appreciable increment in emittance may occur as a
result of scattering in the entrance foil. It is desir-
able to minimize this effect by focusing to a small
radius at the foil while simultaneously matching
to an equilibrium configuration in the gas cell.
These dual purposes are achieved with the aid of a
strong solenoidal field. Here we determine the
equilibrium radius R in terms of the parameters
obtained prior to passage through the foil. A
similar calculation has been made by Eugene
Lauer.9
If the foil has thickness f3c~t and scatters at the
rate f', then the squared emittance is increased by
the amount
Since the beam is in equilibrium after passing the
foil, Eq. (41) gives
U w;R C2 1 2yR2 ,~ + -- - 2 -3 == 2 -3 -- t ~t. (99)
R 4 yR yR m
6.6 Matching at a Foil in a Solenoid
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Appendix A
The Scattering Coefficient ing from a gas atom ofmass M at rest,




where ao is the Bohr radius and A = hlp is the
DeBroglie wavelength of the beam particle. Com-
bining expressions (A7) and (A8), we have
The sum appearing in this expression has been the
subject of considerable studylO-12 and its proper
evaluation depends (nontrivially) on ~l, as well as
y, atomic number Z, etc. Here we mention only
the well-known approximate result9 for a thick-
gas target of nuniber density N:
To connect E' with the literature concerning
multiple small-angle scattering we define the
scattered angle
Then for a series of events in time ~t = ~llf3c,
Eqs. (AI), (A3), and (A6) give
(.' = ~C::~l L IbOI2•
(A3)
(AI)(.' = ~ P1- • bF1-,
ym
which represents the effect of gas scattering in the
envelope equation.
First consider a single beam particle of net
momentum P~ moving· initially parallel to the
z axis. It suffers a small angle scattering event
during the short time ~t, and the momentum
correlated with the scattering force satisfies
Hence
where bP1- is the net increment of transverse
momentum.
Expression (A3) also applies, on the average, to a
collection of beam particles with nonzero initial
p 1- = O(EP). It is sufficient that
This ordering holds unless the scattering event is
highly inelastic; e.g., for elastic small-angle scatter- (A9)





J = (1 - fm)Jb and P = (1 - fc)Pb' (B12)
where fm and fc are the neutralization fractions.
Then
It is necessary to derive an expression for the
perturbed value of U when the beam radius
changes. If the beam continues to be a self pinch,
then by Eg. (B7), bU = O. However, under con-
ditions of high conductivity it may be more
and the betatron frequency is
0)2 = q[3cBe [1 - (1 - fc) J. (B14)
P ymr f32( 1 - 1m)
Defining
with I the net current, we have
electric field:
1 0 Pb Jb
--rE = - (B8)
r or r to to [3c .
It is convenient to write the solution of Eq. (B8) as
E __ Ib(r) _Be cBe (B9)
r 2nto [3cr to 110 [3c [3.
The betatron frequency is
0)2 = !L ([3cBe - Er) = q[3cBo (1 _~)
P ym r ymr [32
= _ q[3cBe_1_ < 0 (B10)
ymr [32 y2 .
Equations (B3), (B7), and (B10) give
UbU = - f32 y2. (Bll)
Let the space charge and current densities have





B - /loIb(r)e - 2nr .
U - ~ fOCJ d oIb(r) 2 2
- I r ~ wpr.
b 0 ur
The simplest case is a self-pinched beam, where
we neglect space charge, plasma current, and dis-
placement current. We have for Ampere's Law
Equation (16) becomes
())2 _ qf3cBo _ qf3cllolb(r) (B6)
p - ymr - 2nymr2 .
Inserting this expression in Eq. (B3), we have
U = ~ rOCJ dr oIb(r) q[3c/lolb(r) r2
Ib Jo or 2nymr2
= ~ (q[3C/lo) (';to dr~ Uk)]2
Ib 4nym Jo or
= qf3cllo I b == Ub, (B7)
4nym
which is independent of the beam radius and details
of its profile.
Next we consider a beam in a vacuum. Its space
charge Pb = J bl[3c is the source of a transverse
Integrating over r and using the definition (B2) we
get
Evaluation ofw~ r2
The betatron frequency is a function only of the
spatial coordinates and time; hence the mean value
of w~r2 is a simple spatial average weighted with
the beam current density:
1 fOCJU = w~r2 = - drr2nJb(r)w~r2. (B1)
I b 0
To evaluate U it is useful to define the mean beam
current flowing within radius r:
Ib(r) = 5: dr'2nr']b(r'), (B2)






4n2 f.oot/J = -2 drr3Jt·
I b 0
For a beam of flat profile it is seen that t/J = 1. If
the profile is rounded and decreases with increasing
r, then t/J < 1. This is shown by noting that an








For self-similar expansion the perturbed beam
current takes the form,
appropriate to assume the magnetic field is
"frozen in." Then, wi is constant and
bJb = bR[~~F(~)]
aR 2nR2 R r
__ ~ [~2bR ~!.- bR]
- 2n R2 R + R2 R R
bR 1 a 2
= - - - - r J b • (B18)
R r ar
Inserting this result in Eq. (BI7), along with expres-
sion (B6), yields
bU = ~ roo dr2nr[- JR ! ~ r2J b][Q{JC)10Ib(r)]Ib J0 R r ar 2nym
_ bR q{Jc)1o Ib 1 8 2 f.oo d 3J2
-- 2 n rrb
R 4nym I b 0
bR
= If Ub 2t/J,
